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Preface 

 Both Nicolas Gigault (c1607-1727) and Gilles Jullien (c1650-1703) were contributors to the 

French organ school.  The present translations are the prefatory material from Jullien’s one collection, 

all his music that survives, Premier Livre d’Orgue (1690).  Despite his stated intention the second book 

never appeared.  The text from Gigault is drawn from his Livre de Musique pour l’Orgue (1685).  Both 

works make lesser but interesting companions to the translation of Guillaume-Gabriel Nivers in this 

series.  The most interesting aspect of Jullien’s information is his specific employment of notes inégales,1 

whereas Gigault’s system of keys makes an interesting comparison to those found in the work of Nivers.  

Some attempt, however inadequate, needs to be made to explain the terms mesure and mouvement 

that appear so often.  So far as can be determined from context and the dictionaries of Brossard and 

Rousseau, they are used in an overlapping and rather ambiguous way.  I believe it is best to begin to 

understand them from the background of the mensuration signs of mensural music that indicated the 

hierarchy of note values in a composition as organized implicitly within a “tactus,” a complete rhythmic 

unit.  As such the mensuration signs possessed both a sense of metrical organization into larger units, 

which eventually became expressed as modern measures or parts of measures, but also possessed 

implications for tempo.  Emerging from this, both terms seem capable of indicating metrical 

organization, but mesure seems to do so more consistently, whereas mouvement appears frequently to 

indicate a tempo and even character of the music.  There is no one standard way of understanding the 

terms and the reader will have to consider the context in each case.  I have tried always to indicate 

which word is involved in the text. 

 

  

                                                            
1 See note 3 below. 
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Gilles Jullien 

Premier Livre d’Orgue (1690) 

Advis 

 Having taken the resolution of presenting to the public this first work, I have endeavored to do 

nothing that did not conform to the musical style and Keys of the Church so that the devotion to God by 

means of a style more suitable—I hope with all my heart—than those in the hands of whom it will come, 

would they wish to make use of it well in the same spirit.2  One will find in it a quantity of pieces in 

different movements (mouvements) in all the Keys, namely Preludes, Duo, Trio, in all styles, such as Trio 

with two high parts, with a bass, trio with two manuals and pedals, of flutes, Trio grave for playing at the 

Elevation of the Mass, Gugues, Cromhorne, and Tierce en taille, Basse Trompette, Recits de voix 

humanine, de Cromhorne, and of Cornet, Echo, Dialogues, and several other pieces.  I am persuaded 

that the tablature of it is extremely simple, and I hope that one will avow that the songs in it are very 

easy, natural, agreeable, and quite will diversified.  I have points after the first eighth-notes only in the 

piece that is on folio 513 in order to serve as an example for dotting the others the same more or less 

casually, according to the movement (mouvement) that will be indicated for it. 

 If I have given myself some license and freedom, the knowledgeable will easily remark that I 

have not departed from the principles of the most regarded composition, in the usage that I make of my 

                                                            
2 The syntax of this “sentence” is tortuous.  Its apparent meaning is that the author has written the pieces in a style 
more suitable to divine devotion so that those who use it would wish to do so in the same spirit. 
3 Excerpt from page 51 of dotted eighths.  Jullien is clearly referring to the practice of improvised notes inégales as 
applied in this manner to other pieces
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supporting (suppositions)4 of the ordinary harmonies.  I have indicated in each of the pieces the manner 

of playing them according to my intention, as also the agréments or pincements, cadences or 

tremblements, coulés, harpagements in this manner. 

 

 As I do not at all doubt that those who will make use of these pieces know the ordinary 

combinations of the stops for organ, tttthis subject having been so many times discussed and debated, I 

consider that it would be unuseful to speak of it more here. 

 It is nevertheless necessary to advise that fugues in four parts that are played on the Trompette 

or Cromhorne will be able to be played on the Grand Orgue on two manuals in four.  I have even made 

them [at least for the most part]5 in this form, having given sufficient [illegible] to the parts, which 

imitate equally Fugues and Contra Fugues and are always in movements (mouvements) in their 

imitation.  These same pieces, as well as the Cromatiques in the First Key can be played in this manner.  

The treble and the bass on the manual of the Grand Orgue with the Bourdon, Prestant, 8-floot, Nazard, 

Quarte de Nazard,6 the haute contre (alto), and taille (tenor) on the Cromhorne of the Positive with the 

Bourdon, Prestant, joining to it if one desires the Nazard for rendering the Cromhorne more full in 

harmony, the Tremblant Doux provided that it beats equally, if not then the Tremblant a Vent Perdu.  I 

do not at all include in the combination of stops of the Grand Orgue the Grosse Tierce because the 

                                                            
4 The word suppositions is a technical term referring to the use of dissonance in harmony.  See Albert Cohen, “’La 
Supposition’ and the Changing Concept of Dissonance in Baroque Theory,”  JAMS 24, no.1 (1971): 63-84. 
5 This phrase is partly illegible. 
6 A 2-foot rank. 
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treble and the bass would dominate too much over the tenor and alto, which are played on the 

Cromhorne. 

 The Quartet can be played in a manner much easier; namely, the treble and alto on the cornet 

separate, the bass and tenor on the Cromhorne, Bourdon, and Prestant.  For organs on which there is no 

[fifth?] keyboard/manual and whose stops are abbreviated, one will pull the Bourdon, Prestant, the 

Dessus de Tierce and Nazard, and the bass of the Cromhorne or the Voix humaine. 

 One knows well that one can still play the quartet in many other ways on large and small organs; 

but, as the stops are not always equally good, it is a fact that organists add or subtract as seems good to 

them. 

 I have intended to present to the organ, which is without exception the most perfect of 

instruments, a new conception of playing some pieces in five parts in a fashion that has not at all yet 

been set to this day.  This work is for savants, who in examining it will discover that in the performance 

these pieces will have a great effect.  The four parts being freed, the fifth is distinguished as a Recit de 

Trompette.  Its performance is truly difficult and demands for success a little preparation.  The first piece 

à 5 is the Prelude on the Second Key, which is played gravely on the Grand Plein Jeu.  The inverted Fugue 

à 5 in the same Key will be played with the combination of stops of the quartet marked above in a 

different manner and the fifth part, which is a special tenor, will be played on the pedals of the Fluste, 

the others Plein Jeu of the Third, Fifth, and Eighth Key will be played on the Grand Orgue and the fifth 

part on the Taille of the pedals of the Trompette.  In order to perform these pieces well, it is fitting that 

those who will do me the honor of playing them would take them in such a way as they know how, as in 

choir, the tenor part by being heard distinctly and without confusion.  Persons unfamiliar will perhaps 

find embarrassment in entering well into the movement (mouvement) of certain pieces in this book, but 

this will be very easy in observing that the movement (mouvement) of 8/6 [sic] is beaten in two beats, 

understanding one beat for three eighths.  Those who are little accustomed to this measure (mesure) 
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ought to imagine that these eighths are as much as quarters in simple triple measure (mesure), for 

example on folio 27.7 

 

 I believe that it would not be inappropriate to add to this first essay of my works a motet à 3, 

with a symphony of two violins to the praise of our Holy Patronness.  So, I am quite happy in having 

done something that may be of good favor and which merits the approval of the public, I continue in it 

with pleasure in order to present soon a second work, which is entirely prepared.8 

 

 

                                                            
7 

 
8 Never Completed. 
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Nicolas Gigault 

Livre de Musique pour l’Orgue (1685) 

Au Lecteur 

A Book of Music for the Organ Composed by Gigault 

Organist of St. Esprit and of the Churches St. Nicolas and St. Martin des Champs in Paris 

Containing more than 180 pieces in all characters of playing that is presently in usage for using all of the 

stops à 1, 2, 3, and 4 manuals/keyboards and pedals in bass and in tenor in uncommon movements 

(mouvements) à 2, 3, 4, and 5 parts, which have never yet been set up to the present by the author, all 

for use in the eight Church Keys, on each of which one will find several pieces, with the manner of 

transposing a great number of these higher or lower for the convenience of the voices of the choir.  The 

organists who govern the intonation of the houses and communities of the Religious will find the means 

of setting them in the Key well according to the disposition of their voices, who will be able themselves 

to take the pitch that is proper for them.  One will find here several Masses, some varied hymns and 

Fugues in their imitations, as also some other Fugues treated, elaborated, and diversified in the Italian 

style, some plainchants in simple counterpoint, in Basse trompette, in binary and triple meter (mesure) 

and other movements (mouvements), sextuple for Fugue imitation and canonic style à 3, 4, and 5 parts.  

A Te Deum, an entire Motet of the Three Holy Sacraments in the fashion of an Echo for singing in similar 

voices in three parts and with it a kind of figure serving to indicate the places in which one can end and 

abbreviate all the pieces contained in this book, which is sold in Paris by the author near St. Nicolas des 

Champs, with Privilege of the King, 1685. 

Engraved by C. Roussel 
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To The Reader 

 I present to you about 180 pieces for organ which can be played on one, two, three, and four 

manuals/keyboards and which one can conclude in several places, there are some marks at the places, 

or that can be made, in such a way that from one piece alone one can make several from it.  The flats, 

naturals, and sharps indicated on a first note serve for that afterward.  I have made several pieces in five 

parts, which has never yet appeared for organ.  I have also given to several pieces some new 

movements (mouvements).  Those who have already trained the hand9 will find something to exercise it, 

and those who will want to train it will find some means for that.  It is not necessary that the eighth-

notes (croches) with several flags frighten them, inasmuch as they must regard them as if they were only 

sixteenth-notes.10  I have put some ports de voix in some particular piece that one will be able to make 

in the others, each according to his method of playing, which one will be able to accompany by 

pincemens and flatemens in one or the other hand.  One will also be able to enliven his play by adding as 

many dots where one wishes.  When there is a sixteenth-note above an eighth-note, it is necessary to 

play them together.  The pieces marked for two, three, and four choirs can be played on one or on two 

manuals.  The notes for an echo marked for first manual/keyboard can be repeated on the others, for 

the trios for two above one can play the first above on the Tierce of the Grand Orgue, the second above 

on the Cromhorne of the Positif with the thumb of the right hand, and the bass on the Tierce of the 

Grand Orgue or the two above on the said Cromhorne and the Basse on the Tierce.  The Preludes are 

played on the Plein Jeu, or on the Grands Jeux d’Anches with the Grand Tremblant.  The Fugues Graves 

on the Trompette, the Duos, the Recits, the Dialogues, and the other pieces on their ordinary stops.  I 

                                                            
9 Collins/Robert and most especially Cotgrave give a very large number of idioms using main that involve an ability 
or skill.  This seems to mean those who have already technical proficiency, as in English one is a “deft hand” at 
some skill. 
10 This seems somewhat obscure.  It appears that Gigault is using the term croches (otherwise eighth-notes) as a 
more generic term for notes subdividing a beat and so extendable to sixteenth-notes and smaller. 
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give a Fugue continued and diversified in the Italian style, some plainchants à 3 in Basse Trompette, and 

one Pange Lingua à 3 in diminution, and another à 4 in the form of a canon, sometimes at the fifth or at 

the fourth or at the octave, with a Fugue in its imitation of which the verses have fugues in the manner 

of M. Titelouze.  I present also a Veni Creator à 4 in fugue, with a tantum Ergo à 3 in Echo for singing and 

accompanying, of which one can make use of this for an Elevation.  I have found in regard to setting 

several masses whose plainchants are treated in several movements (mouvements) and in several 

manners.  I have begun the settings of the Gloria in Excelsis according to the plainchant in order to give 

the intonation to the choir better, there being in the year several Hymns that begin in F fa ut and end in 

E si mi, for which these pieces will be able to serve aptly, as Jesu nostra Redemptio, Aurea luce and 

others, for the offertory.  I have set none at all of them in particular, one can make use of the pieces for 

several choirs.  I have also set a Te Deum.  I have conformed to th plainchant.  If it is too low, one can 

make use of the 8-foot in G re sol and of 4-foot in E si mi.  In all the number of pieces I have sought the 

most I could from the harmony, the modulation, the melody, the form, and the invention according to 

the disciplinary rules in present use.  As to dissonance, I have treated it according to modern practice in 

order to give a greater flavor to the consonances, when in the Cromhornes and Tierces in tenor.  They 

will be performed where there will be some instruments arranged for this effect.  Concerning the 

greatest ornaments that one can give to all the pieces, it is to play in measure (mesure) and precisely.  In 

pieces à 2, 3, 4 and choirs there are some lines that indicate when one ought to change the 

manual/keyboard.  The reader will observe that in the pieces à 5 I have preserved the harmony so far as 

I was able on the manual as if the fifth part had not been on it, and I even have refrained from any sixths 

at the fifth11 and at the octave, which is quite difficult for this number of parts. 

 For giving the pitch to the choir it depends more on the dominant than on the final, and for the 

one when the verset is finished it is necessary to play the dominant two or three times in order for the 

                                                            
11 The word used here is quinte, meaning the interval of a fifth, not the ordinal as in the fifth part. 
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choir to take the intonation pitch, and there follow from it the finals and dominants of the eight psalm 

tones of the church for the voices of the choir. 

 The First Key ends on D la re and its dominant is on the fifth [A].  The Second Key ends on G re 

solβ and its dominant on the minor third [Bβ].  The Third Key ends on A mi la and its dominant on the 

minor third [C].  The Fourth Key ends on E si mi and its dominant on the fourth [A].  The Fifth Key ends 

on C sol ut and its dominant on the fifth [G].  The sixth Key ends on F fa ut and its dominant on the major 

third [A].  The Seventh Key ends on G re solβ which is its dominant for an easier intonation.  The Eighth 

Key ends on D la re and its dominant on the fourth [G]. 

 For the women Religious, the intonation is different.  Their First Key ought to end on G re solβ 

and its dominant on the fifth [D].  Their Second Key and Third Key are on A mi la and its dominant on the 

minor third [C].  The fourth Key is on E si mi or A mi la12 and its dominant at the fourth [D].  The Fifth Key 

is on F ut fa or G re solν and its dominant on the fifth [C or D].  The Sixth Key is on G re solν or on the β 

of B fa si and its dominant on the major third [G on B, Bβ on D].  The Seventh Key is on A mi la or on D la 

re, its dominant on the final.  The Eighth Key is on G re sol and its dominant on C sol ut. 

The author also sells separately a book of Noels diversely set in à 2, 3, and 4 parts for as many 

manuals/keyboards and pedals in duos and trios with two high parts, Recits, Dialogues, and other useful 

things contained in the volume. 

 By the grace and privilege of the King it is permitted to M. Nicolas Gigault, organist of St. Nicolas 

des Champs in Paris to sell and distribute a book of music for organ, which he has composed, had 

engraved, and printed.  Prohibitions are made to all engravers, printers, and all other persons against 

engraving, printing, distributing, or selling the published book without his express permission at the 

penalty of 3000 livres in fine and other punishment contained in the said Privilege.  

  

                                                            
12 A mi la implies Bβ. 


